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Jn t roduct im:  The nature and origin of lunar crater rays has long been the subject of 
controversy. While recent efforts [1,2] have made considerable progress in understanding the 
mechanisms of ray emplacement and in testing theoretical predictions, a number of uncertainties 
remain. These questions concern the composition of specific rays, the texture and structure of ray 
surfaces as a function of distance from the primary and increasing age, and the relative importance 
of various processes (i.e., secondary cratering, surface scouring, primary ejecta deposition) 
responsible for their formation. As part of a larger examination of lunar crater rays, we have 
studied several remote sensing data sets for the Bessel crater region in central Mare Serenitatis. 
Chief among the questions regarding this ray is the identity of its source crater. 

Photogeology: While the conspicuous ray which passes through Bessel crater has often been 
referred to as the "Bessel ray" (a term we will use for convenience here), superposition relations 
indicate that this 16-km Eratosthenian-age [3] crater is not the source. The ray appears to originate 
at the rim of Menelaus, a 27-km Copernican-age impact structure on the Haemus ring of the 
Serenitatis basin, and extends 260 km to the NNE. The ray varies in width from -4 km in the south to 
-10 km in the vicinity of the Eessel ejecta deposit. There are a number of similar-trending but 
diffuse ray patches in northern Serenitatis, but the relationship between these deposits and the 
continuous ray is uncertain. The geologic map presented by Carr [3] suggests that Menelaus is the 
parent crater for this ray. At the same time, however, the ray lies along the continuation of the 
trend of a Tycho ray, making that crater a possible parent. This Tycho ray is poorly developed and 
apparently ends in the central highlands hundreds of km south of the Bessel region. In addition, no 
Tycho secondary crater clusters are obvious along the ray trend between its termination in the 
highlands and the beginning of the bright ray on the rim of Menelaus. The photogeologic evidence thus 
supports the interpretation that Menelaus is the parent crater for the Bessel ray. 

Radar Analvsis: 3.8-cm wavelength radar images of central Mare Serenitatis (ZAC 3.02) and 
central Mare Nectaris (ZAC 4.08) were studied to compare the scattering properties of the Bessel 
ray and a "known" ray from Tycho, and to delineate the nature of the scattering from the Bessel ray. 
These images have a resolution of 1-2 km, and were collected in both the expected (polarized) and 
orthogonal (depolarized) senses of circular polarization [4]. 

An important aspect of the study of lunar rays is the determination of their state of maturity. 
A youthful ray is expected to be comprised of fragments, blocks, and secondary crater chains 
associated with the ballistic emplacement of the ejecta [5], producing strong radar scattering at cm 
wavelengths. With greater ags, the surface topography will be eroded by micrometeorite 
bombardment, and the ray will be reduced to a compositional anomaly within a morphologically 
subdued regolith, which is not expected to exhibit strong radar backscatter. The Bessel ray and the 
Tycho ray in central Mare Nectaris display strong radar echoes in the polarized and depolarized 
modes. This indicates that both rays are characterized by increased cm-scale surface roughness with 
respect to the surrounding mare. 

A more concise description of the nature of the surface roughness elements is suggested by 
3.0-cm radar images collected in 1987 at Haystack Observatory. These data were collected so as to 
retain the phase information between the two polarizations of the return, making it possible to 
analyze the coherent and incoherent components of the echo [6]. For the walls and floor of Copernicus 
crater, it was found that 50-100% of the total backscatter was due to random scattering 
(unpolarized) among wavelength-scale surface elements. This unpolarized echo has equal strengths in 
both received polarizations. The coherent polarized return was attributed to quasi-specular 
scattering from flat surface facets [7], while the coherent depolarized echo was attributed to dual 
Fresnel reflections or favorably oriented lineations. 

The 3.8-cm images do not permit the separation of the coherent and incoherent components, but 
the results discussed above can be applied to their analysis. If it is assumed that the addition of one of 
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the two coherent components (specular or double-bounce/lineations) will not reduce the echo 
strength in the opposite polarization, then as a limiting case we can attribute the lesser of the two 
returns entirely to incoherent scattering, and the excess in the second to the applicable coherent 
mechanism. This places an upper bound on the unpolarized echo, and indicates which type of surface 
scattering mechanism (specular or double-bouncellineation) predominates. This method neglects 
differences in dielectric constant between areas, but at 3.8-cm wavelength, surface roughness 
differences are expected to be the dominant cause of variations in scattering. 

Application of this technique to the data for central Mare Serenitatis (Table 1) shows that the 
crater rim deposits of Bessel have the highest random roughness, with strong double-bounce or 
lineation scattering evident. The two ray sample regions are less rough at a cm-scale, but still 
display excesses of coherent depolarized power. Samples of two mare units reveal low cm-scale 
roughness, with excesses of specular (coherent polarized) return. 

Jable 1 W Incoherent Power in Roldfacel - - Elumber of Pixels A v e r a d  
Radar-dark mare 18.7 1 6 . 7  771 
Radar-bright mare 16.5 1 2 . 1  1848 
Bessel crater rim 2 3 . 5  26.6 194 
Ray-South portion 2 0 . 4  20.9 124 
Ray-North portion 23.6  24.8 21 1 

Analysis of 70-cm radar images [8] show that Bessel crater formed in a small isolated deposit 
of radar-dark mare in an extensive mare unit of higher reflectivity. The crater rim and interior 
deposits are very bright in both polarizations, but there is no evident trace of the ray. This indicates 
that the ray is not rough at the 10's of cm to meter-scales which characterize the rim of Bessel. 

Both the 3.8-cm and 70cm images reveal a low-return area just to the N and NE of Menelaus. 
Carr [3] mapped this region as the Tacquet Formation, and interpreted it to be composed of 
pyroclastic material from vents associated with the numerous small rilles in the area. The albedo of 
the ray is suppressed as it passes through this deposit, but orbital geochemistry (AIISi) data [9] 
indicate that some highland-rich ejecta is present in the Tacquet Formation regolith. 

The radar data thus suggest that the Bessel ray is considerably rougher than nearby mare 
regions at a cm-scale, and that strong double-bounce or lineation scattering occurs along its length. 
This supports the interpretation of this ray as being a distinct morphologic feature, rather than 
simply a compositional anomaly. The similarity of this ray and the Tycho ray in Mare Nectaris make 
it impossible, on the basis of these data, to determine unequivocally which crater is the parent. 

Spectral A d v s e s  and S u m m a :  A limited amount of spectral reflectance and multispectral 
data are available for this study area. These data indicate that Bessel crater formed in a mare 
target, while Menelaus excavated primarily higlands material. Further reflectance spectra in the 
0.6-2.5 pm region should be able to discriminate whether Tycho or Menelaus is the source of this 
ray. Based on theoretical predictions and results for Copernicus crater [I], it is expected that a ray 
at this location will contain S6% highlands material for a Tycho origin, and a much higher fraction for 
an origin at Menelaus. 

Once the primary crater is established, the radar data may provide insight into the variations 
in roughness with distance from rhe source, and aid in the study of the mechanisms of emplacement 
for lunar rays in general. Continued acquisition of 3.0-cm data at Haystack Observatory will assist 
greatly in the analysis of ray surface morphology at very high spatial resolution. 
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